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Abstract

One of the revolutionary and newest web design trend developing at this time is responsive web design. We have seen last couple of years the growth of handheld devices like Smart Phone, tablet and other gadgets in. According to research and sales statistics of tablet and Smart Phone has taken over desktop and notebook in 2012. This growth will continue through next some years. increasing more consumers adopt mobile internet technologies in the coming years, those increase people are consume online web content from various devices like Smart Phones, tablets, and other connected devices. Therefore each marketing or technical manager need to know about this web design trend, and this is right time to adopt this approach for growth of your business. Fixed screen size website design is no longer great this time. Responsive Web Design is an approach to web design in which a site is built to deliver an ideal viewing experience, easy reading and navigation with a minimum of resizing, panning, and scrolling across a wide range of devices like desktop, notebook, tablet, Smart Phones and other gadgets.
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Here are my favorite responsive web design tools sensitive and techniques, it can help web designer to design easy website templates match. These resources have been selected for their ability to help you complete your web designs meet more effective. Initially, a suitable design has been applied to existing screen-centric websites to allow the layout to fit the smaller screen sizes.